CAC Kids at Windmill Hill, Avebury, June 1st 2014

Every year CAC Kids explore a specific feature of the magnificent Avebury prehistoric landscape
and in 2014 it was the turn of Windmill Hill. A hugely important site but off the usual tourist trail,
Windmill Hill is a great spot for a good stroll, a picnic, and discovery of Neolithic earthworks and
Bronze Age barrows. It was the latter that were the key focus of our visit, following on from our trip
to Cornwall and our exploration of tin and use of bronze in prehistory.
Meeting around midday, we all approached from different directions, some taking the wonderful
walk through the meadows from the church at Avebury, others following a farm track from
Winterbourne Monkton, offering a great perspective of the Windmill Hill. The first priority was
refreshment as we tucked into picnics in the early summer sunshine.
Once again, the grown ups just couldn't stay away and we soon spied Donovan and Martine
strolling up the hill to join us.
Our project for the afternoon was to learn about the Bronze Age cemetary and the different styles
of barrow. Soon our CAC Kids were busy hunting down the more elusive saucer barrows and, with
tapes in hand, measuring them. We spotted the "doughnuts" atop the bowl and bell barrows, clues
to rudimentary excavations by nineteenth century antiquarians, although it is probably unlikely that
the term "doughnut barrow" will reach the textbooks in the foreseeable future. We considered the
different styles on the hill; bell, bowl and saucer - were these deliberately constructed as such, or
were all barrows initially pretty similar and their appearance today the result of thousands of years
of erosion? Were they covered in turf in the Bronze Age, or bright white chalk beacons? We liked
both these ideas.
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We spent a little time looking at the Neolitic aspects of the site - the causewayed enclosure,
following the line of the earthworks of the outer, a spotting a ghost of the middle ditch.
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After several hours of archaeological and frisbee activity, it was soon time to return home with the
new school term starting the next day. This was a great CAC Kids summer outing.
For our next trip we shall be heading forward in time to the 14th century we visit the medieval
village of Cosmeston.

